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FOSSIL
Timelessly iconic...Fossil style!
For a brand that offers statement-making watches, smartwatches, jewellery, leather goods and more that fit every trend, an equally trendy
ambassador was the obvious choice! Fossil welcomed the new style icon, Kriti Sanon to the family, in a celebrity reveal.
The actor has consistently demonstrated stunning red carpet looks and also exudes a refreshingly different personal everyday style. Kirti Sanon
is also an exceptional artist who has gained numerous accolades for her box office hits and proved her mettle as a versatile actor. The
collaboration will extend to promoting the watch and accessory categories ranging from traditional watches and smartwatches to leather
products and jewellery for women.
“We are thrilled to welcome Kriti Sanon as the newest member of the Fossil family. As one of the leading accessories brands in the country,
Fossil has always endeavoured to design watches, jewellery and leather goods that preserve a unique modern-vintage spirit and exemplify
creativity and optimism. Our commitment to authenticity extends to our products as well as our people”, said Johnson Verghese,
Managing Director, Fossil Group, India. He added, “Kriti’s chic, vibrant fashion sense perfectly expresses her authenticity, aligning with
Fossil’s brand ethos and commitment towards being true to oneself”.
Kriti Sanon had this to say on the ambassadorship, “I’m very excited to be working with a brand like Fossil, that brings distinctive, world-class
designs to the table. Crafting timeless styles through beautiful watches along with delicate jewellery and chic bags, the brand’s modern designs
are the epitome of timeless style. Embracing the spirit of innovation and individuality, Fossil advocates authenticity that strongly resonates with
my personal outlook towards style”.
Of course, fans are eager to see her in upcoming brand campaigns with another equally versatile ambassador, Varun Dhawan. A modern
aesthetic, charismatic personality, and effortless style, Kirti Sanon is sure to give her own spin to #FossilStyle!
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Dear friends,
We can surely feel a familiar buzz in the watch world as fairs
open up to visitors and brands kick off preparations for the
festive season! With vaccination drives in full swing, and
government relaxations for businesses and markets, things
seem to be moving ahead. Since the pandemic struck, the
horological industry transitioned to the online mode as did
the key watch fairs and watch retail platforms. A year and a
half later, it is time to merge the old and the new and look
ahead with a newfound optimism.
We see watchmakers harness the potential of digital
communication technology to connect better with their customers - whether it is
interacting with them directly or even participating in hybrid watch fairs. Indeed, the digital
world has crept into our lives like never before. Our feature this month on the next
generation of Fossil smartwatches highlights the potential and the relevance of
smartwatches in our lives today.
Another trend you will also read about is on creations that have pro-planet materials and
processes incorporated. This is a very promising direction in which the watch industry is
moving towards. Of course, there is a mix of complications as well as new materials and
trends which are all expressed in a myriad of timepieces by creative watchmakers.
As we move towards Diwali and the upcoming wedding season, some of these pieces we
have in this issue might just be the right ones you need to ramp up your collection!
Take care and stay safe!
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WATCH TREND

TAG HEUER
Night Diver
In the starkness of the night comes a beacon of style…. the all-black, lume-dialled
TAG Heuer Aquaracer Professional 300 Night Diver. One of the most celebrated sports
watches in the 1980s, the latest Night Diver continues the story. You will see updated
signature details such as the famous 12-sided bezel and the dial’s horizontal engraved
lines. The 43 mm stainless steel case watch has a rubber strap equipped with
TAG Heuer’s innovative adjustable folding clasp. And when you get past the enigma of the
black DLC-coated Night Diver and its fully luminescent dial, you’ll admire the minute
detailing that makes this one a star! The 12 sides of the bezel are all faceted for grip, the
crown is protected to prevent accidental damage and there’s a magnifying glass over the
date, which is integrated into the underside of the sapphire crystal. A refined, highly
versatile modern classic.
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FOSSIL
A new generation

The old order changes and gives way to the new! This statement rings true of all things, but more so in
technology. Smart wearables have created a niche. Fossil is one of the forerunners in the category.
And, the fashion and tech-forward brand always ensures that its wearables are up to date! Hence, we
have the latest Gen 6 Touchscreen Smartwatch which pushes the boundaries with newer technology
and functions. It balances functionality with aesthetics, and has incorporated feedback from earlier
generations in order to present a truly evolved product.
The digital launch had Annemiek Ballesty Alsem, Senior Vice President, Head of APAC Commercial
at Fossil Group Inc, Johnson Verghese, Managing Director, Fossil Group, India as well as
Parsanna Inamdar, Vice President, Software engineering, Fossil Group, Inc who provided information
about this pathbreaking piece and about the market for smart wearables in India. Alsem highlighted
that the move to digitization had propelled the smart wearables market further, as consumers turned to
smart wearables. The use of smart watches to track fitness metrics has also seen an increase. As per
information provided by Johnson Verghese, it was heartening to learn that India saw a triple digit
growth in smart wearables in 2020. It is also the third largest wearables market locally. Smartwatches
lead the bandwagon with a 25% share in wearables category! Parsanna Inamdar introduced the tech
features of the watch.
The team reasserted that young India is the target consumer for this category, and they are a
discerning group! This growing cohort demands style and tech-functionality! The smartwatch has
been launched online exclusively with Amazon and also on the Fossil website. Of course, the brand
has various physical outlets and stores pan-India and these will also be key points of sale for the
smartwatch.
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GEN 6 IS HERE!
The Gen 6 smartwatch will be the first smartwatch powered by the Qualcomm Snapdragon Wear
4100+ Platform, and it comes with a host of improved functionalities such as faster application load
times, highly responsive user experiences, and more efficient power consumption. The battery
charging speed is two times faster than leading smartwatches, reaching 80% charge in just over
30 minutes.
Other additions include continuous heart rate tracking, a new SpO2 sensor, speaker functionality to
make and receive tethered calls, software updates from Wear OS by Google and Fossil Group, smart
battery modes and more. The integration of the always-on co-processor in the platform is responsible
for many of these functionalities and upgraded competencies. Shorter charging time and extended
battery life can really help users to maximize their day.
Personalized style continues to be crucial in the wearables space for the design-conscious consumer.
Hence, the Gen 6 smartwatch has four colourways in a 44mm case and three colourways in a 42mm
case for added size options. In addition to offering seven timeless styles and endless interchangeable
strap options, users can customize dials and buttons to easily access their most-used functions.
Time for fashion and technology to walk hand in hand as we move to the next leg of the
wearables world!
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G-SHOCK
Forged in metal
G-Shock has launched the new metal forged GM 2100. The brand, from the House
of Casio, is heralded as the epitome of tough and functional watches. This new
piece is expressed in the octagonal form of the GA-2100, on which it is based.
However, it is executed in metal.
The line of shock-resistant watches, with the octagonal shape and streamlined
design, hence carries a metal bezel for an even more stylish look. The metal-clad
shock-resistant structure gives even more toughness. No wonder this is a line that is
quite popular with the young!
The streamlined form and slim profile give the watch a sharper look. A round hairline
finish is applied to the top surface of the bezel and a mirror polish to the sides, giving
it a beautiful metallic gleam. Options with blue-gray IP (GM-2100N) and dark gray IP
(GM-2100B) bezels are available, to suit any smart style. The dials are treated with a
vapor deposition finish in new navy blue, green, and red hues to achieve appealing
metallic color schemes. The watch band employs a square dot texture with
incremental variations in dot size, resulting in a sharp look to match the face design.
There are several other elements that add to the look as well- the wafer-thin design
is surely appealing. The textured band adds a cool chic vibe. And well, it’s a
G-Shock. The name speaks for itself!
There are many functional aspects that make it a handy tool. Besides being
shock-resistant, the watch is water resistant to 200 meters. Use it as a world
timer - 48 cities, 31 time zones, daylight saving on/off and Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC). Then there is a stopwatch, alarm, countdown timer and the host of
functionalities that makes G-Shock a true gem!

SKAGEN
Getting pro-planet
The modern consumer is a discerning one. Along with great timeless design, the new age
buyer also wants to reduce carbon footprint. When beautiful products are sustainable, it
adds to their allure, as much as good style does! Skagen’s designs are timeless and the
sleek frames of the watches speak of contemporary finesse. With this new collection,
the watches also get a pro-planet stamp! Yes, they are ecofriendly, and here’s how.
Karolina and Henriksen is a range of sleek and sustainable solar wristwatches for women
and men respectively. Each solar-powered watch contains a solar cell underneath each
dial. This is used to convert any form of light into electrical energy and store the power in
a secondary battery. Unlike conventional quartz watches, these watches do not use a
silver oxide battery, thus, eliminating the need for battery replacement. Once fully
charged, the timepiece will run on its own for a significant amount of time, ranging from
anywhere between 4-6 months. When the power is running low, the second hand will
have two-second interval movements to signal depletion. The Skagen Karolina collection will charge about 1 day of power with just
2 minutes of full sunlight!
The collection also features a quick start function: the watch will start running again within a few seconds after exposure to a light
more than 1000Lx (Fluorescent lamp 30W/ 70cm). The watch cannot be overcharged! Each watch contains an overcharge
prevention function that will prevent the secondary battery from deteriorating or breaking - always making it a responsible style
choice.
While the use of solar power is indeed a game changer, the elegant and timeless design is a key feature as well. For the Karolina,
the fluid transition of the crystal surface and a slim case wall reflects the Danish aesthetic. The genuine mother-of-pearl dials top up
the charm. These solar timekeepers can be availed in two contemporary strap alternatives—a sustainable, navy eco-leather strap
and a minimalist mesh, in rose gold and silver. The Henriksen Solar also has a slim structural aesthetic with a purposeful date
window at the 3 o’clock position. Available in mesh and leather straps, in grey, brown and black styles, the interchangeable options
ensure you have a fresh look for every occasion.
These charming solar timepieces prevent hassles of battery replacement forever. A naturally stylish and ecologically responsible
purchase, this one is timeless in more ways than one!
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CASIO
Let’s go vintage
The Vintage X Pac-Man, a limited edition watch from Casio’s
fashion-forward Vintage range features the world-famous game,
PAC-MAN. It is indeed a collaboration between legends since both these
brands have been a part of our world for a long time. The resolutely
vintage vibe recalls the past in a manner that is relevant to the present.
The model, A100WEPC is based on the recent reissue of the
F-100 digital watch, which was originally released in 1978.
The rectangular shape itself starts off this special vibe. Look carefully,
and you’ll feel that you are looking right through an arcade-game window!
The face design faithfully replicates the PAC-MAN game screen, down
to details like the pink line marking the exit of the nest from which
the ghosts emerge. The centre ILLUMINATOR logo is rendered using
the PAC-MAN font.
The gold-plated watch case is inspired by the colour of the PAC-MAN
arcade game cabinet. The top watch band is laser etched with a
rendering of PAC-MAN being chased by ghosts, and the reverse scene
with PAC-MAN chasing ghosts is rendered on the bottom band. The case
back also features the PAC-MAN logo and icons. The watch comes with
special packaging imprinted with PAC-MAN character icons and the game
score screen, to deliver the full look of the PAC-MAN game.
The watch includes stopwatch functions, daily alarm, hourly time
signal, auto-calendar and LED light The playful design evokes
nostalgia as well as a fun cool vibe which makes it pleasure to wear!

SWISSWATCHCOMPANY.IN
Andre Mouche in India
www.Swisswatchcompany.in is an exclusive platform for hand-picked Swiss
timepieces. Established in April 2020, the site aims to provide a uniquely Swiss
online shopping experience to watch enthusiasts and collectors. For the first time
in India, the company brings Andre Mouche, a family-owned Swiss designer
business. The watchmaker is known for hand-made timepieces, specifically with
enamel installation. Andre Mouche maintains the exclusivity of its complete line by
manufacturing timepieces entirely in its facility in Fahy, Switzerland's Jura area.
These are watches that embody age-old craftsmanship and the art of
watchmaking. As the festive season approaches, these unique designs will
complement your festive wardrobe. One just cannot miss the touch of the
craftsman to each piece. The skilled craftsmen delicately apply lacquer,
varnish or gold flecks using fine brushes. Elaborating on each piece takes
patience and mastery.
These timepieces are made in 18-carat yellow gold to give a magnificent touch.
Recently, the brand has also used palladium, a valuable metal of the platinum
family. When polished, palladium shines with a natural brilliance of the utmost
beauty. Swarovski crystals, with their elegance and beauty, have also been an
essential element of the Andre Mouche watch collection.
Andre Mouche watches are a treasured possession and an emotional investment.
These one-of-a-kind creations with meticulous craftsmanship, tradition, and a
focus on continual aesthetic innovation are sure to become heirlooms!
Swisswatchcompany.in guarantees the authenticity and originality of each watch
and will provide each buyer with an international manufacturer warranty, original
packaging, and all related documents and certificates in support of the watches
purchased on this website. Incredible customer service is another part of what
makes Swisswatchcompany.in, the go-to destination for luxury Swiss watches.
The digital boutique thus offers an authentic online shopping experience for Swiss
watches in India.
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MB&F
Watch for a cause

2021 will be the sixth time that MB&F contributes to Only Watch, a biennial charity auction
of one-of-a-kind timepieces where 99 per cent of proceeds go to fund research into
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, a genetic disorder characterized by progressive muscle
degeneration primarily affecting young boys. The unique watch made especially for the
occasion is the HM10 Panda.
The Horological Machine No10, that is, the HM10 Bulldog, transforms into a lovable Panda
bear! Did we mention that Max’s first cuddly toy was a panda? The HM10 has a rounded,
compact body and hence it is perfect for the Panda rendition. Black and white lacquer coat
the top of the case, now rendered in stainless steel instead of the original titanium for
accommodating the lacquer. Then there are two black titanium panda ears and a ceramic
tail crafted from silicon nitride. We can’t decide what is cuter!
The eyes are two black aluminium time-display domes that literally dominate the face of the
watch. And the panda teeth that are constantly munching on bamboo shoots? This is
actually the power reserve indicator! When the mouth is fully closed you know that the
Panda is wound down. When it is open with the rows of shining teeth lining the jaws,
you know that its all geared up with 45 hours of mainspring! This three-dimensional
power-reserve indication has been carefully designed and calibrated to consume the least
energy possible.
Measuring 45mm across, 54mm from nose to tail, and with a maximum height of 24mm it is
quite the mix, albeit an ergonomic one! And when you’re wearing it you just can’t miss the
sprung strap attachment “legs” allow the body to fit closely around the wrist, with a strap
that is black on one side and white on the other!
The piece is powered by the manual-winding engine of the HM10 that was designed
and developed in-house. It is one of the rare timepieces where you can see both the heart
beating and the brain ticking, making it the perfect calibre to bring the panda to life. Another special accompaniment to this wonderful
piece is a set of unique works of art by multidisciplinary designer Lee Yuen-Rapati who is well-known in the watchmaking world as
@OneHourWatch on Instagram. He has created a series of illustrations inspired by the HM10 Panda specially for the auction. The Panda
is all set!
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FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
World on the wrist

A world timer is perhaps the handiest complication for a
globetrotter. More so, if the timepiece in question is elegant,
easy to use, good looking and timeless in style and function.
In the realm of accessible luxury, comes a stellar timepiece with all this and more! The Highlife Worldtimer
Manufacture is an icon that infuses new beauty into the complication.
The alluring timepiece draws you in immediately thanks to the globe engraved dial. Against the backdrop of the
contemporary 41 mm steel case, it looks enticing….as if this is an invitation to explore the world! The date by
hand at 6 o’clock makes the perfect addition to the Worldtimer function and further enhances the aesthetic of
the watch. The indexes on each hour add to the dial’s readability, offering additional comfort when glancing at
the time.
The FC-718 calibre that is the heart of this watch is in-house designed, developed and produced. As a
Manufacture movement, the FC-718 calibre is decorated with impeccable finishes and holds a 38-hour power
reserve. View the self-winding mechanical movement through the caseback!
The Worldtimer functions and the date are all adjustable via the crown, with no additional push-buttons. Now this
makes it quite user friendly as well. Hence, the user can set hours, minutes, date at 6 o’clock as well as the disc
with the twenty-four cities, all via the crown. There is no day / night indicator required. The inner disc has been
engraved with 12 hours on the light area (cities where it is daytime) and 12 hours on the blue area (those where it
is night-time).
Of course, the integrated interchangeable bracelet remains a signature feature. The lack of horns allows for
greater flexibility and helps the watch sit naturally on the wrist. The watch design allows the wearer to change
the bracelet with ease, with no need for any tools or accessories, just by pressing! Restyle the watch easily, and
with some elegant strap options to choose from, this is quite easily done. With a choice of three straps this is
versatility at its peak!
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This is refinement at its best….a watch that is a timeless classic!
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TIMEX
Timex x Coca-Cola

Two iconic American brands. One iconic commercial. One message of
unity. One collection. Let’s welcome the Timex x Coca-Cola 1971 Unity
Collection that signifies the worldwide partnership between two heritage
American brands - Timex x Coca-Cola that have come together to
celebrate 50 years of the 1971 Coca-Cola’s Hilltop commercial. The
result of course, are some trendy and classy watches that commemorate
this feat.
There are some commercials that leave a deep imprint on public memory.
Coca-Cola’s Hilltop commercial is widely considered to be one of the
most influential advertisements of all time. First aired in 1971, its themes of
unity, inclusion, optimism, and hope perfectly captured the shifting cultural
landscape of the 1970s. As global conflict dominated the headlines of the
early 1970s, Coca-Cola’s “Hilltop” ad, featuring the cheerful faces of
young people from all over the world, and the jingle’s famous line, “I’d Like
to Buy the World A Coke,” became a rallying cry of tolerance and hope
practically overnight, bringing the bottle itself from the tangible—a liquid
refresher enjoyed by millions worldwide—to a larger-than-life concept that
still signifies a commonality between all people, even to this day. In the
spirit of celebrating this iconic ad, Coca-Cola is re-imagining the Hilltop
story for today. This reimagination manifests on the canvas of the watch.
Three limited edition watches: Timex Standard, Q Timex, and Timex T80
form a part of the 1971 Unity Collection. There are some parallels in spirit
with the 1970s. This collection is seen as a way of bridging differences,
striking up good conversation, and finding community. 50 years after
Coca-Cola exemplified this sentiment on-air, Timex has made it easier
than ever before to spark connection with the past. It has used nostalgia
as a powerful tool to communicate this message.
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The pop of colours is what immediately catches the eye as one looks at all
the watches. The lightness of the colours, the way they pop, the breezy
feel, the urban cool vibe, the relaxed style and the arty touch make their
presence felt through all the watches. And yet, each also has its own
unique aesthetic.
The Timex Q has a 38 mm case with a stainless-steel bracelet. The matte
light cream dial showcases the word “Peace” clearly.
The Timex T80 has a 34 mm case with the iconic artwork from 1971. The
steel bracelet adds an elegant look to the piece. The rectangular shape is
also quite striking. And this one is a digital watch. The style indeed evokes
nostalgia of the 70s! In a special touch, the hilltop melody plays in the
alarm!
Timex Standard is a fun classy piece. The 40 mm case has a light matte
cream dial with the Coco cola name in the pop colours. The Black leather
tab, fabric body and red stitching on the strap add a fun casual vibe to the
watch.
The packaging also has a touch of whimsy. In all, the message sent out by
the collaboration is one of unity of the world, a statement that rings true
today! Timex Standard, Q Timex, and Timex T80 truly bring 70s-era
peace, love, and harmony to today’s generation. The cool and fun vibe of
the piece resonates with smart fashion savvy wearers who want fashion to
be meaningful! This commemorative capsule evokes the timeless
message of solidarity, inclusion, and optimism. It also offers a sunny
reminder to embrace opportunities for togetherness and to live the
good times!
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SEIKO
The sporty heritage
Precision is a quality that is indispensable on the international sports
timing stage. High-precision instruments need to be perfect. And just that.
After all, in sports as in life, timing is everything! Since the 1960s, Seiko’s
watches have been used to capture elapsed time at many of the world’s
leading sports events. A range of stopwatches that incorporated Seiko’s
innovative “heart-shaped cam” mechanism, a feature which delivered a
level of precision once thought unachievable by manual sports timing
devices, was responsible for this.
The Speedtimer, introduced in 1969, brought about a complete revolution
and upped the timing game. With the innovative Calibre 6139, this was
the world’s first automatic chronograph with a column wheel and vertical
clutch, two devices that delivered real improvements in the measurement
of elapsed time in a wristwatch and are still a prerequisite in high
functionality chronographs.
Now, a new series of six watches inspired by the Speedtimer join the
Prospex collection. One of them is a limited-edition watch. With a new
automatic chronograph movement that pays faithful tribute to the design
of the 1964 stopwatch. It showcases the very best of Seiko’s chronograph
expertise. Every detail of its design is a nod to the precision and legibility
that were crucial to the high performance of the original. The numerals at
each ten-second mark and the markings stand out prominently against
the plain white dial and guarantee the same high level of legibility. The
chronograph second hand is gently curved down towards the dial so that
the tip of the hand is as close as possible to the dial’s markers and
extends to the tachymeter markings at the very edge of the dial, thus
ensuring that elapsed time can be read accurately at a glance. The large
concave pushers ensure the high operability for which the original
stopwatch was renowned.
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While the aesthetic is a nod to the past, the new calibre infuses modern
development. A new movement from Seiko’s most advanced chronograph
8R series, Calibre 8R46, incorporates two sub-dials instead of three and
has a date window at the six o’clock position. The technical features and
construction of the watch ensures world class precision. Thanks to
the use of MEMS technology, Calibre 8R46 offers high precision
and durability.
This limited-edition of 1000 pieces with a specially designed and
constructed steel bracelet. Its thickness, weight and low centre of gravity
ensure stability and a high level of comfort on the wrist. There is an option
a black leather strap that is also included and whose stitching is
designed to increase the durability of the strap.
A charcoal-grey dial chronograph also joins the main Prospex collection.
Here, the Crown Chronograph from 1964 serves as inspiration. Its
bevelled hour markers, sharp hour and minute hands with coloured
Lumibrite, its chronograph pushers and the markers on the outer
dial ring echo the design of the original.
A series of four solar chronographs completes the range. Powered
by Calibre V192, the 39mm diameter timepieces have four dial
colours - white, navy, gold and black. The sandblast finish ensures
the high level of legibility that is a core characteristic of every
Prospex watch.
Together, these six pieces herald a new ethos. Respecting the past,
they are still resolutely watches for the future!

WATCH : DZ4466

ADITYA ROY KAPUR
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PANERAI
Bold partnerships

Luxury watchmaker Panerai has joined forces with BRABUS, a German
luxury engineering brand focused on high-performance vehicles. This
collaboration is a nod to both brands’ design DNAs and identities.
Of course, the marine environment and the maritime connection is the
force that binds them. Panerai is a name associated with the development
of diving watches. on the other hand, the BRABUS “Black Ops”
line of luxury dayboats are also legendary. Unconventional forces in
their respective fields, the two brands have joined hands for a new
bold venture.
The Panerai Submersible S BRABUS Black Ops Edition (PAM01240), a
limited edition of Panerai’s longstanding diving instrument, cements this
partnership. The watch is a testimony to both brands’ roots in technology
and craftsmanship.
At the same time, this is the first-ever Panerai watch with a skeleton
automatic calibre. The P.4001/s features a one piece off-centred
oscillating weight that allows for bi-directional winding, whereby the two
spring barrels efficiently wind up while the watch is worn. The oscillating
rotor - made of tungsten, a shiny, high density metal - enables the
movement and therefore the watch itself to be much thinner and lighter
while the stop balance wheel and seconds reset devices enables the time
to be synchronized with a reference time signal.
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The new movement was developed starting from the P.4000 calibre and
entirely designed and created at the Panerai Manufacture in Neuchatel.
Another striking feature is a patented polarized date display, allowing a
view of the date indication only through the opening at 3 o’clock, without
covering the mechanics of the skeletonized movement.
The signature gunmetal grey, black and red colour palette of BRABUS
is evident. Both brands also use innovative and high-end composite
materials. Hence, a modern, dark grey Carbotech watchcase was chosen. Minute, hour and small seconds hands are accented in BRABUS-red;
and BRABUS brand emblems are engraved on Panerai’s signature crown
guard lever, the watch-strap, the movement and the case back.
Water-resistant to 300 meters, the Panerai Submersible S BRABUS Black
Ops Edition (PAM01240) features two straps, a bi-material version and a
second, Panerai Sportech strap with a velcro closure. A tool allows for
interchangeability of the straps easily.
Available in a limited run of only 100 pieces, the 47mm watch features a
unidirectional rotating bezel for the calculation of the immersion time, GMT
function, AM/PM indicator and three-day power reserve whose sapphire
crystal disk indicator is filled in Super-LumiNova. An ode not only to the
seas but also to two veritable partners!
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ALPINA
Noble complications, quartz precision
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Three new Startimer Pilot Quartz Chronograph Big Date timepieces herald
a new feat - adapting two leading complications in fine watchmaking to
quartz technology: the chronograph and the large date. Watchmaking is
all about creativity and even as these pilot watches conquer the skies,
they leave a mark on land!
The large 44 mm cases feature a compax chronograph, accompanied by
a large date at 6 o’clock. This is a rare complication in fine watchmaking.
It enables you to display the date on two separate discs, one for the tens,
the other for the units. The technique also allows for wide format windows
that make reading the date as easy as can be.
Three versions have been created for the three models. The more
premium one is a rose gold-plated case that houses a radiant navy-blue
dial embellished with three black counters and rose gold plated hands. It
comes with a brown calfskin leather strap with off-white topstitching.
The two other versions have steel cases. The first is inspired by night flying
and features a midnight blue dial with black counters, emphasised by a
complementary black calfskin leather strap with off-white topstitching.
Setting the second steel version apart are three silver snailed counters that
really stand out against the deep navy-blue dial for improved readability.
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Each of the designs features an engraved case back, large hand-polished
hands, luminescent Arabic numerals, 10 ATM of water resistance, a
calfskin leather strap, two push buttons and a seconds hand finished with
Alpina’s signature red triangle.
Alpina has always build bridges between the traditional and the modern.
This time as well, the watchmaker excels in carrying time forward in its
own unique style.

